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The complex structural behavior of the perovskite-related
compound Sr4Nb2O9 [�Sr(Sr1/3Nb2/3)O3] has been investigated
using electron, X-ray, and neutron powder di4raction. Analysis
of well-equilibrated specimens annealed at various temperatures
indicated that two thermodynamically stable polymorphs occur
above and below T � 12503C. The high-temperature (HT) poly-
morph exhibits an average cubic structure (Fm3� m, a+2ac,
where 99c:: refers to the cubic &4 As perovskite unit cell) with 1:1
(NaCl-type) partial ordering of Sr2� and Nb5� on the B sites.
The low-temperature (LT) phase is monoclinic (P21/n,
a+6ac�3, b+2ac�2, c+ac�6, �+903) with a distinct, yet
unknown, B-cation arrangement. Examination of the HT cubic
polymorph using electron di4raction revealed di4use intensity
contours that were consistent with additional local ordering/
cluster formation on the sites of the mixed (Sr/Nb) fcc cubic
sublattice of the 1:1 ordered B-cation array. Concentration of
intensity observed at certain points within the di4use intensity
contours was attributed to superstructure formation. Addition-
ally, re5nements of the HT structure using X-ray and neutron
powder di4raction data indicated local displacements of both
oxygen and A-site Sr atoms which resembled those associated
with octahedral tilting. HT-Sr4Nb2O9 specimens subsequently
annealed at 9003C exhibited remarkably complex chemical and
structural behavior: The contours of di4use intensity were re-
placed by arrays of sharp superlattice re6ections corresponding
to at least four distinct metastable superstructures, all derived
from the 1:1 B-cation arrangement. Compositional analysis in-
dicated that these phases exhibit Sr/Nb ratios slightly di4erent
from 2/1; that is, they are not true polymorphs, but rather
a series of structurally distinct phases with compositions near
Sr4Nb2O9. The metastable superstructures were attributed to
ordering of Sr and Nb on the mixed B sites in the 1:1 ordered
array, possibly combined with either A-site or oxygen vacancy
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ordering, depending on the Sr /Nb ratio in the particular phase.
The metastable phases transform to the stable LT-Sr4Nb2O9

phase upon annealing in the 1100}12003C temperature range.
The dielectric properties of HT- and LT-Sr4Nb2O9 were mea-
sured by capacitive methods at 1 MHz. HT-Sr4Nb2O9 exhibited
an ambient permittivity of 40 with a non-monotonic temperature
dependence, while that for LT-Sr4Nb2O9 was 30 with near-linear
temperature dependence. The peculiar dielectric behavior of HT-
Sr4Nb2O9 was ascribed to the competitive responses of nanodo-
mains having somewhat di4erent structures and composi-
tions. � 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)

1. INTRODUCTION

Complex A(B����B����)O� perovskites display a variety of
interesting properties. For example, some of these com-
pounds exhibit relaxor ferroelectric behavior (1), while
others feature low dielectric losses and serve as dielectric
resonators in wireless communication systems (2, 3). Addi-
tionally, non-stoichiometric A(B������

B������
)O��� perov-

skites exhibit ionic conductivity (4) and can also absorb
signi"cant proton concentrations to become proton con-
ductors (5, 6). The typical crystal}chemical e!ects observed
in these systems include B-cation ordering (7) and/or struc-
tural distortion approximated by rotation of nearly rigid
[BO�] octahedra (8, 9); both e!ects are known to substan-
tially in#uence dielectric and electrical properties (8, 10). For
the stoichiometry A(B����B����)O�, two common B-site order-
ing types have been reported with the ordering vectors
k"1/3[111]*

�
(1:2 type) and k"1/2[111]*

�
(1:1 or NaCl

type), respectively (7), where subscript &c' refers to the ideal
cubic &4 As perovskite unit cell. The 1:2 type ordering
corresponds to segregation of the B� and B� cations on
�111�

�
planes with the sequence �B�B�B�2�, and results in

a trigonal P3� m1 structure. The 1:1 type ordering results in
a partially ordered structure with alternating �111�

�
planes

occupied exclusively by B� cations and a disorderedmixture
of B� and the remaining B� cations, respectively. Some
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A(B����B����)O� compounds (9) exhibit polymorphism, with
high- (HT) and low-temperature (LT) polymorphs featuring
1:1 (HT) and 1:2 (LT) ordering. Recently, a third metastable
polymorph with partial ordering on the &&random'' sites of
the 1:1 ordered array, described by a vector k"1/4[111]*

�
,

was reported for the compound Ca(Ca���Nb���)O� (9, 10).
Following studies of polymorphism in Ca(Ca���Nb���)O�,
our attention focused on analogs with cations larger
than Ca (i.e., Sr or Ba) possibly occupying both A- and
B-sites.
Formation of Sr(Sr���Nb���)O� (or Sr�Nb�O	) with 1:1

ordering of Sr and Nb cations on the B sites (i.e.,
Sr[(Sr���Nb���)���Nb���]O�) has been reported in a study of
the SrO}Nb�O
 system (Fm3� m, a+2a

�
) (11). Earlier re-

ports on this compound alluded to the possibility of partial
ordering on the mixed Sr/Nb sites (4, 11), although no
evidence for such e!ects was presented. More recent elec-
tron microscopy studies of Sr�Nb�O	 (12) revealed complic-
ated di!use scattering in addition to the fundamental
re#ections of the 1:1 ordered structure; however, no attempt
was made to characterize this scattering. Hervieu et al. (11,
13) established that annealing at 12003C for 72 h results in
a transformation of the 1:1 ordered Sr�Nb�O� phase to an
orthorhombic polymorph with lattice parameters
a+6a

�
�3, b+2a

�
�2 and c+a

�
�6. Structural imaging

revealed that this polymorph features cubic close packing of
[SrO

�
] layers, similar to that in perovskite. Annealing of 1:1

ordered Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
at lower temperature, 9003C, for 72 h

produced a collection of yet other superstructures (11), the
origin of which was not identi"ed. In the present work,
transmission electron microscopy combined with X-ray and
neutron powder di!raction was applied to clarify the struc-
tural behavior of Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
. Temperature-variable dielec-

tric properties were measured using capacitance methods
and correlated with the structural data.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Specimens were prepared by solid-state reaction of
SrCO

�
(99.999%) and Nb

�
O



(optical grade). Prior to each

heat treatment, samples were ground with an agate mortar
and pestle for 15 min, pellletized, and placed in an alumina
boat on sacri"cial powder of the same composition. After an
initial overnight calcine at 9503C, multiple 2}4 day heatings
with intermediate grinding and re-pelletizing were carried
out at 15503C. Samples were furnace-cooled to 7503C and
then air-quenched on the bench top. Specimen colors
ranged from white to tan. Typically, "ve to six heatings were
required to attain equilibrium, which was presumed when
no further changes could be detected in the details of X-ray
power di!raction patterns. Final heat treatments were car-
ried out at various temperatures in the 1600}9003C range
followed by air-quenching. Selected specimens were sealed
by welding in Pt capsules and quenched in water.
Samples were initially characterized by X-ray powder
di!raction (XRPD) using an automated �}2� Bragg}Bren-
tano di!ractometer equipped with incident Soller slits, theta
compensating slits, a 0.2 mm receiving slit, a graphite mono-
chromator and a scintillation detector. Data were collected
at ambient temperature using CuK� radiation with a 0.023
(2�) step size and a 2 s count time per point. Chemical
compositions of the specimens were analyzed by X-ray
emission energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) in a
JEOL-840� scanning electron microscope (SEM) operated
at 10 kV. SrTiO

�
(single crystal) and pure Nb were used as

standards, while the oxygen content was calculated assum-
ing SrO and Nb

�
O



stoichiometries. The absolute accuracy

of the measurements was estimated using well-characterized
specimens of Sr

�
Nb

�
O

�
and Sr



Nb

�
O

�

: the Sr/Nb ratio

was systematically underestimated by &6%. The average
compositions measured for the Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
specimens were

within this deviation from the corresponding nominal
values.
Specimens for transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

were prepared by sectioning, grinding, and polishing sin-
tered pellets to a thickness of 30 �m. Final thinning was
accomplished in a Gatan precision ion-polishing system
(PIPS) at 5 kV until perforation was attained. Some of the
specimens were prepared by dispersing powder that had
been crushed in acetone onto lacey-carbon-coated copper
grids; these specimens were presumed to be free of potential
artifacts associated with a bulk TEM specimen preparation,
such as reaction with water during grinding/polishing. Be-
cause both types of specimens yielded similar results, only
those obtained for the bulk specimens will be presented. The
specimens were examined using a Phillips 430 TEM micro-
scope operated at 200 kV. In situ heating experiments were
conducted in the samemicroscope using a double-tilt Gatan
heating stage with a maximum operating temperature of
10003C. Structural imaging was performed with a JEOL
3010-UHR microscope having point-to-point resolution of
1.7 As at 300 kV. Phase contrast simulations were conducted
using the Bloch waves formalism implemented in the EMS
software package (14). Chemical composition in TEM was
determined using X-ray emission EDS in the same JEOL
3010-UHR microscope operated at 300 kV. Sr}K and
Nb}K X-ray emission lines were used for the analysis. The
probe size was about 150 nm in diameter and the acquisi-
tion time was 200 s, resulting in a coe$cient of variance
(CV%) due to counting statistics for the I

��}
/I

��}
intensity

ratio of less than 2%. The Sr/Nb ratios were calculated from
the corresponding I

��}
/I

��}
values using the Cli!}Lorimer

(15) method. The accuracy of the measurements was esti-
mated using specimens of Sr

�
Nb

�
O

�
compound, for



FIG. 1. X-ray powder di!raction pattern of the HT-Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
speci-

men. The scale was magni"ed to demonstrate a modulated background
intensity.
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which the measurements (10 points) produced Sr/Nb"

1.04$0.05 (1�).
X-ray powder di!raction data for Rietveld analysis were

collected on a Siemens D500 di!ractometer equipped with
a focusing Ge incident beam monochromator, sample spin-
ner and a scanning position-sensitive detector (PSD).
CuK�

�
radiation was used. The scan range was from 10 to

1553 2	. The data collection time was 5 h. Neutron powder
di!raction data were collected under ambient conditions
using the BT-1 32 detector neutron powder di!ractometer
at the NIST Center for Neutron Research reactor, NBSR.
A Cu(311) monochromator with a 903 take-o! angle,

"1.5404(2) As , and in-pile collimation of 15 min of arc
were used. The samples for neutron powder di!raction were
loaded in vanadium can containers. Data were collected
over the range of 3}1683 2� with a step size of 0.053. The
GSAS (16) package was used for Rietveld structural re"ne-
ment.
Raman scattering was excited nominally at room temper-

ature in a near-backscattering geometry using 785 nm radi-
ation from an argon ion-pumped Ti:sapphire laser.
Utilization of 785 nm radiation excitation minimized (but
did not eliminate) interference from powder luminescence,
which was more intense in the spectra excited with a shorter
wavelength radiation. To distinguish features related to
Raman scattering from those due to luminescence, Stokes
and anti-Stokes Raman spectra were compared. The pow-
ders were manually pressed into a stainless-steel powder cup
to facilitate specimen handling and spectrum acquisition.
Laser radiation was focused onto the powder with
a 300 mm focal length cylindrical lens that produced
&0.6 mm�2 mm rectangular spot with a corresponding
power density at the sample of &11 W/cm�. Scattered
radiation was collected and collimated with an achromatic
lens located at in"nite conjugate ratio. A 785 mm holo-
graphic notch "lter was placed in the collected collimated
radiation. An achromatic lens was used to couple radiation
into a 0.46 m imaging spectrograph equipped with
a 600 groove/mm grating blazed at 500 nm, and a back-
illuminated liquid-nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled device
camera system. The instrumental bandpass was &5 cm��.
All spectra were obtained in integration times of 4 s or less.
Dielectric properties were evaluated by capacitance

methods at 1 MHz using sintered cylindrical pellets (dia-
meters &8 mm) machined to a height of approximately
1.5 mm. The weak-"eld complex permittivity was measured
using an HP4284A precision LCR meter combined with
a Delta Design 9023 temperature chamber. The measure-
ments were conducted in the frequency range from 100 Hz
to 1 MHz, while the temperature decreased from 180 to
!1733C with a cooling rate of 23C/min. The uncertainties
in permittivites are about 5%, being determined primarily
by the uncertainties in specimen dimensions. The
pellets exhibited similar bulk densities of &92%, and
no correction for porosity was applied to the measured
permittivites.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. High-temperature Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
: Specimens Cooled

from T'12503C

In accordance with previous investigations (17), X-ray
powder di!raction patterns of Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
specimens cooled

from ¹'12503C, hereafter denoted as HT specimens, were
completely indexable according to the cryolite-type cubic
F-centered unit cell with lattice parameters
a"8.268(2) As +2a

�
. However, careful examination of the

patterns revealed the presence of di!use intensity in the
form of a modulated background (Fig. 1). The details of the
background varied slightly between independently prepared
specimens of the same composition, but the overall
modulated character was reproducible. A similar, though
much stronger, modulated background was observed in the
neutron di!raction pattern of HT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
. Because no

second phase was detected in this specimen by either SEM
or TEM, this modulated background was attributed to
intrinsic structural e!ects. The higher background intensity
observed in the neutron di!raction patterns suggests
a strong contribution from the oxygen subcell. Recently,
a similar modulated background was observed in the neu-
tron powder di!raction patterns of the perovskite-related
Sr(Sr

���
Ta

���
)O

��	
, with 1:1 cryolite-type ordering of Sr and

Ta on the B sites (18).
Re"nements of the Fm3� m cryolite-type structural model

for Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
were conducted separately using X-ray and

neutron powder di!raction data. The re"nements were
complicated by very similar scattering cross-sections of Sr
and Nb for both X-rays (�Z"2) and neutrons (coherent



TABLE 1
Positional Parameters and Temperature Parameters Re5ned

for the Ideal 1:1 Ordered Fm3� m(a � 2ac) Sr4Nb2O9 Model Using
Separate X-Ray and Neutron Powder Di4raction Data

;
���

Atom Site x y z Fraction (�10�As �)

Sr 8c 0.25 0.25 0.25 1 3.05(3)
3.77(6)

Nb 4a 0 0 0 1 0.37(2)
0.53(5)

Sr/Nb 4b 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.67/0.33 4.97(5)
5.64(14)

O 24e 0.2334(3) 0 0 1 7.10(10)
0.2399(7) 8.17(9)

Note. The upper and the lower entry for the re"ned structural parameters
correspond to the X-ray and neutron datasets, respectively. X ray:
R

��
"11.77%, R

�
"9.05%, R

��"7.28%, ��"9.87; neutrons:
R

��
"5.33%, R

�
"5.71%, R

��"12.44%, ��"6.319.

TABLE 2
Bond Distances and Bond Valence Sums Calculated for the
Sr4Nb2O9 Structural Models Presented in Tables 1 and 3

Bond Bond length (As ) BVS (v.u.)

&&Ideal model'' (Table 1)
(Sr

����
Nb

����
)}O 2.080 5.70�

Nb}O 1.919 5.87
Sr(A)}O 2.926 1.35

&&Disordered'' model (Table 3)
(Sr

����
Nb

����
)}O 2.198 4.14

Nb}O 1.975 5.05
Sr(A)}O 2.633�1.5 3.006�1.5 1.74

2.361�0.75 3.058�0.75
2.772�0.75 3.110�0.75
2.920�0.75 3.250�0.75
2.620�0.75 3.261�0.75
2.867�0.75 3.272�0.75
2.842�0.75 3.487�0.75

Note. The atomic positional parameters deduced from the neutron
powder di!raction data were assumed.

�The ideal BVS value for the mixed Sr/Nb site is equal to 3.00 v.u.

TABLE 3
Positional and Temperature Parameters Re5ned for the 1:1

Ordered Fm3� m (a � 2ac) Sr4Nb2O9 Model Using Separate
X-Ray (Upper Entries) and Neutron (Lower Entries) Powder
Di4raction Data

;
���

Atom Site x y z Occupancy (�10�As �)

Sr 32f 0.2338(1) 0.2338(1) 0.2338(1) 0.25 1.07(2)
0.2295(3) 0.2295(3) 0.2295(3) 0.38(12)

Nb 4a 0 0 0 1 0.45(1)
2.22(8)

Nb/Sr 4b 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.333/0.67 4.95(4)
4.41(13)

O 96k 0.2321 0.0324 0.03243 0.25 1.60(3)
192l 0.2371 0.03360 !0.0216 0.125 7.22�
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scattering cross-section b
��

"6.190 As �, b��
"6.253 As �). As

a result, the structure factors of superlattice re#ections re-
lated to Sr/Nb ordering are determined primarily by oxygen
displacements along the B}O bonds; these displacements
accommodate the large size mismatch (�R"0.54 As ) be-
tween Sr [R"1.18 As (19), six-fold coordination] and Nb
(R"0.64 As ) ions. Consequently, a reliable analysis of site
occupancies for Sr and Nb is virtually impossible, but the
mixed Sr/Nb (B1) and pure Nb (B2) sites in the 1:1 ordered
structure can still be distinguished by the observed B}O
bond distances.
The re"nements (Table 1) produced rather poor reliability

factors of R
��

"11.77%, R
��"7.28% (X ray) and

R
��

"5.33%, R
��"12.44% (neutrons); additionally, ab-

normally large values of temperature (displacement) para-
meters were obtained for all ions except niobium on the B2
sites (Table 1).
 Similar temperature parameters were re-
ported for Sr(Sr

���
Ta

���
)O

��	
(18). Bond valence sum (BVS)

calculations (20) using re"ned Sr}O bond distances
(Table 2) indicated an abnormally large residual tension
about Sr at the A sites (BVS

���	
"1.35 v.u., BVS


����
"2 v.u.),

and compression (BVS
���	

"5.7 v.u., BVS

����

"3.00 v.u.)
about the mixed B1 sites.
The tolerance factor estimated for the Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
, assum-

ing random occupancy of B sites by Sr and Nb, is equal to
0.90 and, therefore, octahedral tilting was expected to satisfy
bonding requirements of Sr cations on the A sites. Long-
range correlated octahedral tilting, if present in the struc-
ture, would produce a distortion of the ideal cubic lattice;
however, no splitting or asymmetry of the cubic re#ections

The background was modeled using GSAS type 6 (8 coe$cients) func-
tion and Chebyschev polynomial (18 coe$cients) for the X-ray and neutron
data, respectively.
was detected in the X-ray powder di!raction pattern up to
2	"1553. Therefore, the abnormally large temperature
parameters for both the oxygen and the A-site Sr atoms can
be attributed to their displacements (from the special posi-
tions) which are necessary to achieve a stable (ideal BVS)
A-site environment. The modulated nature of the di!use
background suggests that these displacements may exhibit
short-range correlations; however, crystallographic re"ne-
ments using Bragg re#ections can treat such displacements
as disordered only.
Note. X ray: R
��

"10.58%, R
�
"8.18%, R

��"6.36%, ��"7.968;
neutrons: R

��
"3.81%, R

�
"4.62%, R

��"8.48%, ��"3.26.
�;

��
"0.026(1) As �, ;

��
"0.10(1) As �, ;

��
"0.091(6) As �, ;

��
"

0.041(6) As �, ;��
"!0.063(40) As �, ;��

"0.012(5) As �.



FIG. 2. (Upper) Experimental (crosses) and calculated (line) X-ray
powder di!raction pro"les of Sr(Sr

���
Nb

���
)O

�
annealed at 15503C. The

calculated pro"le corresponds to the model described in Table 3. (Lower)
Residual.

FIG. 3. (Upper) Experimental (crosses) and calculated (line) neutron
powder di!raction pro"les of Sr(Sr

���
Nb

���
)O

�
annealed at 15503C. The

calculated pro"le corresponds to the model described in Table 3. The
contribution of modulated background in the experimental pattern is
much stronger compared to the X-ray di!raction pattern in Fig. 1. (Lower)
Residual.
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The "t was improved (R
��

"11.7%, R
��"6.43% for

X-ray, and R
��

"3.81%, R
��"8.48% for neutrons) by

introducing positional disorder for the A-site Sr and the
oxygen ions (Table 3, Figs. 2 and 3). For the X-ray di!rac-
tion data (Table 3), the displacement parameters of the Sr
and O were signi"cantly reduced in the disordered model
but those of Sr/Nb on B1 sites were still much higher than
normal. However, for the neutrons, Table 3, the oxygen
displacement parameters remained abnormally large even
with the oxygen ions disordered on the general 192l site.
Oxygen displacements appeared strongly anisotropic with
the largest components directed normal to B}O bonds,
which is similar to the displacements associated with oc-
tahedral tilting. As expected, displacements of the oxygen
and A-site Sr ions from their special positions signi"cantly
decreased residual bond strain at all sites (Table 2), although
the BVS for the mixed B1 sites still remained abnormally
large (4.14 v.u. versus the ideal value of 3.00 v.u.). The ab-
normal temperature parameters for the B1 sites likely re#ect
some displacements of the Sr/Nb cations; however, no re-
duction in the temperature parameters was obtained by
introducing positional disorder on these sites.
Electron di!raction patterns from a single grain of HT-

Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
consistently exhibited extended di!use scattering

in addition to the fundamental re#ections described by the
cubic double-perovskite unit cell (Fig. 4). No signi"cant
di!erence in di!use scattering was observed between water-
quenched and slowly cooled specimens. In situ heating of
these specimens in the microscope with a 3 h exposure at
9503C did not produce any visible changes in the di!raction
patterns. Examination of di!erent sections of the reciprocal
lattice con"rmed that the di!use intensity concentrates on
a surface (Fig. 5), which resembles that described by

cosh#cosk#cos l!� (cos h cos k cos l)"0, [1]



FIG. 4. Set of selected area electron di!raction patterns from a single grain of an Sr(Sr
���

Nb
���

)O
�
sample annealed at 15503C. The fundamental

re#ections are indexed according to the cubic Fm3� m structure with a+2a
�
. All patterns reveal extended di!use scattering with a condensation of di!use

intensity at certain points of reciprocal space.
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where h, k and l are coordinates of reciprocal space and � is
a "xed parameter. This equation represents a manifold of
surfaces constructed from the two basic surfaces:

cos h#cos k#cos l"0, [2a]

cos h cos k cos l"0. [2b]

The ordering state associated with di!use intensity located
either on a line or on a surface has been termed a &&transition
state'' (21) to distinguish it from short-range order, with
a three-dimensional distribution of di!use intensity, and
from long-range order, with di!use intensity concentrated in
superstructure re#ections. A so-called &&cluster model'' was
developed (21, 22) which describes a &&transition state'' built
of atomic clusters of a speci"c polyhedral type, satisfying
a linear relationship between the occupational operators on
the cluster sites; for ionic compounds, this model is a direct
extension of the Pauling electrostatic valence rule (23). Sur-
faces of di!use intensity similar to that described by Eq. [1]
have been observed in some transition metal carbides
(VC

���
, TiC

���
, NbC

���
), nitrides (TiN

���
) (22, 24) and

oxides (LiFeO
�
) (23) having an NaCl-type structure. Di!use

scattering in these systems was attributed to ordering of
species sharing the same fcc sublattice (i.e., carbon atoms
and vacancies in carbides, or Li and Fe in LiFeO

�
), accom-

panied by formation of octahedral and cubic clusters of
these species in real space (21, 22). Octahedral and cubic
clusters give rise to di!use intensity surfaces described by
Eqs. [2a] and [2b], respectively. Despite general similarity,
the actual shape of the di!use intensity surface for the
HT-Sr(Sr

���
Nb

���
)O

�
specimens deviates from that shown

in Fig. 4. For example, additional streaks of di!use intensity
along the �110� directions are observed in the �001� recip-
rocal lattice sections, plus a visible condensation of di!use



FIG. 5. Surface described by Eq. [1] with �"3. This surface describes
approximately the locus of di!use intensity observed in the SAD patterns
shown in Fig. 3. The surface is triply periodic in reciprocal space. The
reciprocal lattice of the Fm3� m structure is also shown in the "gure.
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intensity at speci"c points in reciprocal space which
re#ects development of a nanometer-scale superstructure.
Nevertheless, the overall shape of the di!use intensity sur-
face in the HT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
is largely accounted for by forma-

tion of octahedral (predominantly) and cubic clusters on the
mixed B1 sites of the NaCl-type ordered cation array.
Examples of two distinct B1-site octahedral clusters with
stoichiometric Sr/Nb ratios of 2 are illustrated in Fig. 6.
A single cubic cluster cannot accommodate an Sr/Nb ratio
of 2 and, therefore, several cubic clusters with appropriate
abundancies are required to satisfy the average
stoichiometry.
FIG. 6. Octahedral clusters on the B1 sites having stoichiometric
Sr/Nb ratio of 2:1. B2 sites on edges of the cube have been omitted for
clarity.
The local ordering responsible for the di!use intensity can
be revealed using structural imaging in a high-resolution
TEM. Figure 7 shows a typical structural image from the
through-focus series recorded for a single Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
grain

in the [110]
�
zone axis orientation. The average contrast

in the image is consistent with the double-perovskite
F-centered cubic unit cell, while the presence of a modula-
tion in the image is evident from the di!use scattering
observed in the corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT)
pattern. Comparison of the experimental image with the
contrast, simulated using the re"ned Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
model

(Table 1) for a broad range of thickness}defocus permuta-
tions, indicated that the bright spots in the image
correspond to the B-site columns with the brightest spots
representing the B1 sites. The e!ect of the modulation on
the contrast as enhanced by applying a Fourier "lter to the
experimental image with the di!use scattering and the four
fundamental re#ections (encircled in Fig. 7b) participating
in the inverse Fourier transform; the fundamental re#ec-
tions were weighed by a factor w"0.2. The intensity modu-
lation in the resulting image clearly displays local order, but
no visible long-range superlattice periodicity is observed.
Computer simulations of structural images indicated that

purely occupational 1:1 ordering of Sr and Nb contributes
little to the phase contrast. The contrast due to 1:1 ordering
is determined primarily by the oxygen displacements along
the B}O bonds. Therefore, interpretation of contrast vari-
ations in terms of the B-site occupancies necessarily requires
accurate modeling of oxygen displacements associated with
speci"c B-cation distributions. Phase contrast interpreta-
tion is further complicated by the possible interference
of oxygen displacements not related to B-cation ordering
(for example, octahedral tilting). Thus, an unambiguous
assignment of the observed contrast to the speci"c B-cation
arrangement is not possible.

The combined X-ray, neutron and electron di!raction
techniques indicate that the local room-temperature struc-
ture of what has been commonly referred to as the
&&Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
high-temperature polymorph'' (4}6, 11, 12) de-

viates signi"cantly from the ideal cubic model with partial
NaCl-type ordering of Sr and Nb cations on the B sites.
X-ray and neutron di!raction data indicate that both A-site
Sr and oxygen atoms undergo displacements which re-
semble those associated with octahedral tilting; most likely,
the displacements exhibit short-range correlations, but
those could not be ascertained by crystallographic re"ne-
ments. The shape of the di!use intensity surface identi"ed
by electron di!raction suggests local ordering on the mixed
B1 sites of the average 1:1 ordered structure. The observed
concentration of di!use intensity in superlattice re#ections
suggests that the specimen is composed of superstructure
nanodomains. The results from the HT specimens are in-
conclusive with regard to the number of superstructures in
the specimen.
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3.2. Low-temperature Sr�Nb�O	 Polymorph: Specimens
Annealed at 1100}12003C

Annealing the HT specimens between 1100 and 12003C
resulted in a phase transition to a structure with an orthor-
hombic unit cell and lattice parameters a"42.8738(2)As +
6a

�
�3, b"11.6841(6)As +2a

�
�2 and c"10.1859(5)As +
a
�
�6 (Fig. 8). This structure, hereafter denoted as

LT-Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
phase, is similar to one reported by Hervieu

et al. (13).
The HTPLT transformation was reversible with the

transition temperature located in the range 1200}12503C.
The transition exhibited slow temperature-activated kinet-
ics. In particular, the transformation was still incomplete
after annealing at 11003C for 72 h or after annealing at
12003C for 35 h. In addition to the LT phase, the partially
transformed HT specimens treated directly at 11003C con-
tained several metastable phases which will be discussed in
the next section. In contrast, the HT specimens annealed at
12003C did not contain any of these metastable phases,
while some untransformed grains of HT phase, featuring
di!use scattering, were occasionally observed. Thus, the
HTP(metastable phases) transition temperature is located
between 1100 and 12003C.
For the LT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
phase two possible orthorhombic

space groups, Pmna (No. 53) and P2na (No. 30), have been
proposed; both groups have similar re#ection conditions
h0l: h#l"2n, hk0: h"2n, h00: h"2n, 00l: l"2n (27). The
present study (Fig. 8) con"rmed all, but hk0, re#ection
conditions: the hk0 re#ections with h"2n were observable
both in the di!raction patterns from a single orientational
variant and in FFT patterns from the structural images.
Consequently, we assumed that no a-glide symmetry plane
perpendicular to the c-axis is present in the structure. Addi-
tionally, the k"2n re#ection condition was observed for
the 0k0 re#ections by tilting the specimen away from the
zone axis orientation. This re#ection condition suggests the
presence of 2

�
axes parallel to the b-axis which is inconsist-

ent with both Pmna and P2na space groups. Structural
imaging along the b-axis (Fig. 9a) revealed a cubic close-
packed sequence of atomic layers along the [111]

�
direction

with 18 layers (18L) in the unit cell. Such a structure does
FIG. 7. (a) Structural image of the HT-Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
specimen recorded

in the �110�
�
zone axis orientation slightly below Scherzer defocus

(�f"!36 mm for the JEOL-3010 UHR microscope). The di!raction
pattern from this crystal is identical to that shown in Fig. 3. The FFT of the
image (shown as an inset) reveals di!use scattering similar to that observed
in the SAD pattern. The average contrast exhibits periodicity correspond-
ing to the �110� projection of the Fm3� m cubic structure with
a"2a

�
"8.3 As . The computer-simulated image using the re"ned model

(Table 1) is superimposed; the defocus and thickness for the calculated
image are �f"!64 nm and t"22 nm. The bright spots in the image
correspond to the B-cation columns, with the brightest spots representing
larger Sr-rich B1 sites. (b) The same image Fourier-"ltered using di!use
scattering and the four fundamental re#ections (encircled in the FFT
pattern); the intensities of fundamental re#ections were weighted by a fac-
tor w"0.2 to enhance the contribution of di!use scattering. The image
clearly features modulation of intensities of black and white spots in the
image. The presence of a short-range correlation of this intensity modula-
tion is evident, but no long-range superlattice periodicity is observed.
According to the image simulations, the contrast variations arise primarily
from the oxygen displacements along the B}O bonds.



FIG. 8. Representative electron di!raction pattern from the single domain of the LT-Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
polymorph. The patterns are indexed with a pseudo-

orthorhombic unit cell with lattice parameters a+6�3a
�
, b+2�2a

�
, c+�6a

�
and �+903. The fundamental re#ections are additionally indexed

according to the cubic perovskite unit cell with a"a
�
.
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not possess mirror planes perpendicular to the stacking
direction (a-axis of the orthorhombic unit cell), and, there-
fore, the space group is likely to be monoclinic P2

�
/n, (No.

14, setting 2, b the unique axis). The symmetry of the phase
contrast in the [001] structural image (Fig. 9b) is close to
p2gg (27) expected for the P2

�
/n space group; observed

deviations from ideal symmetry were attributed to a slight
misorientation of the zone axis with respect to the electron
beam.
In contrast to the HT structure, the stable LT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
polymorph does not exhibit alteration of Nb- and Sr/Nb-
occupied �111�

�
cation planes, as inferred from the absence

of k"1/2[111]*
�
re#ections along the stacking direction.

The phase contrast observed in the [010] orientation can be
interpreted by assuming that the rows of alternating
white/dark spots parallel to the �111� planes which contain
the darkest spots (Fig. 9) correspond to the Sr-occupied
B-site �111�

�
planes. The interpretation implies the
following sequence for nine �111�
�

cation planes:
(SrNbNbNbSrSrNbNbNbSr2) which is consistent with
the Nb/Sr"2 ratio on the B sites. The contrast observed in
the [001] orientation is also consistent with this interpreta-
tion. A combination of such ordering with anti-phase oc-
tahedral tilting (which requires doubling of the ideal
perovskite unit cell) would account for the observed 18L
periodicity. However, the b+a

�
�2 lattice parameter in the

resulting unit cell is only a half of that experimentally
observed; that is, the actual structure must exhibit some
extra ordering in the �111� planes. Conceivably, a separ-
ation of Sr and Nb into di!erent �111� B-cation planes,
suggested by the image, is incomplete, giving rise to an
additional in-plane ordering of these cations. Unfortunate-
ly, weak contrast between Sr and Nb, combined with the
large unit cell volume of &4600 As � and monoclinic sym-
metry, make structural solution of this phase extremely
di$cult.



FIG. 9. Structural images of the LT-Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
polymorph in the (a)

[010] and (b) [001] zone axis orientations. The [010]-image re#ects a cubic
close-packed stacking of the atomic layers along the [100]�[111]

�
direc-

tion. The image features a nine-layer (9L) periodicity along the [100]
direction as the contribution of 110 re#ections to the phase contrast for the
thin areas is very weak; the complete 18L unit cell is outlined in the image.
The rows of alternating bright/dark spots parallel to the (100) plane and
containing the darkest spots in the image were attributed to the Sr-rich
B-cation planes. In this interpretation, the bright spots in the
image correspond to the tunnels of low electron density between the
octahedra.

FIG. 10. Representative �110� zone axis electron di!raction pattern
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3.3. Metastable Phases: Specimens Annealed at 9003C

Annealing the HT-Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
specimens at 9003C for 72 h

produced complicated arrays of superlattice re#ections in
the electron di!raction patterns (Fig. 10); no further changes
were detected after prolonged annealing for 500 h.� Some of
the patterns were similar to those reported by Hervieu et al.
(11). Dark-"eld imaging using superlattice re#ections re-
vealed a multi-domain microstructure with domain sizes of
about 50}100 mm (Fig. 10). Electron micodi!raction com-
bined with Fourier analysis of structural images con"rmed
that these domains represent di!erent superstructures, de-
noted as IC, T, M and R (Table 4); the chemical composi-
tions and structural features of these phases are discussed
�X-ray powder di!raction patterns from these specimens featured weak
broad superlattice re#ections, as well as the splitting of the fundamental
cubic re#ections.
below. The IC structure was dominant ('50 vol%), while
bothM and R domains had relatively similar volume frac-
tions, and the T phase was present only in minor quantities.
The specimens exhibited clustering of domains with similar
structures, rather than a random mixture of domains
types.
Compositional analysis of these superstructures was con-

ducted in TEM using a stationary electron probe (about
150 nm in diameter). In this approach, electron microdif-
fraction was used to monitor crystal structure of the ana-
lyzed area during the EDS spectra acquisition.
Compositional measurements produced similar Sr/Nb
from Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
annealed at 9003C for 500 h. The fundamental re#ections

were indexed according to a cubic double-perovskite unit cell (Fm3� m).
Complex arrays of sharp superlattice re#ections are observed. A multi-
beam dark-"eld image, formed with several superlattice re#ections (circled
in the pattern) strongly excited near the �110� zone axis orientation,
features collection of domains, 50}100 nm in size (top).



TABLE 4
Structural and Compositional Parameters of the Metastable

Phases Identi5ed in the 9003C-Annealed Specimens

Lattice parameters/
Phase Unit cell modulation vector Sr/Nb ratio

IC Incommensurate q"(�
�
-z)�221��

�
'2

z"0.009
T� Pseudotetragonal q"�

�
�221��

�
, a"2a

�
�2, '2

b"2a
�
�2, c"8a

�
M Monoclinic a+�6a

�
, b+�2a

�
, 52

c+3�2a
�
, �+1253

R Pseudocubic a"6a
�

(2

Note. The lattice parameters and the symmetries were inferred using
limited number of low-index di!raction patterns characteristic for each
phase and should be considered as tentative only.

�Phase T is a commensurate approximant of the IC phase.

FIG. 11. SAD di!raction patterns recorded from the 9003C-annealed
Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
specimen. The fundamental re#ections are indexed according to

theFm3� m structure with a"2a . (a) In the �110� orientation, the satellites
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ratios in the domains of both M (1.96$0.06)� and IC/T�

(1.99$0.07) structures: the di!erences in the mean Sr/Nb
ratio, if any, do not exceed 5}6% which represent 2CV%
(CV% refers to the coe$cient of variance) for ratios mea-
sured in the two types of domains. The Sr/Nb ratio in the
R phase (1.76$0.06) was about 10% lower compared to
both IC/T and M phases; the di!erences were statistically
signi"cant. Because R domains are Sr-de"cient with respect
to an average composition, the Sr/Nb ratio in either the
IC/T or M structures (or both) must be greater than the
average value of 2; that is, these phases must contain some
oxygen vacancies. According to our measurements, the
Sr/Nb ratios in the IC/T and M phases are in the range
2}2.15. An Sr/Nb ratio of 2.1 corresponds to
Sr(Sr

���

Nb

���

)O

��	
stoichiometry with the 0.8 oxygen va-

cancies per a double-perovskite unit cell (<"8a�
�
).

The IC and T phases exhibit a modulation de"ned by
a vector q"(1/4!z)�221�*

�
, with z+0.009 and z"0 re-

sulting in the incommensurate structure, IC, and its com-
mensurate approximate, T, respectively. The modulation
produces satellites around each of the fundamental re#ec-
tions; in the �110�

�
reciprocal lattice section of the IC

structure, the satellites form wavy rows along the �001�
�

direction (Figs. 11a and 12a). If this superstructure were
commensurate, the satellites would be located on the
straight lines parallel to [001]

�
. Indeed, some domains fea-

ture such a commensurate superstructure (Fig. 12c), T, with
a pseudo-tetragonal unit cell and lattice parameters
a"2a

�
�2, b"2a

�
�2 and c"8a

�
. The volume fraction of
�The uncertainties represent single standard deviation, 1�, estimated
from 6}8 measurements (points).

�Since both IC and T phases exhibit very similar structures (the T phase
is a commensurate approximant of the IC phase), and their domains coexist
in the intimate mixture, these phases were considered identical for the
compositional analysis and denoted as IC/T.
the commensurate domains apparently was small as they
did not produce any signi"cant contribution to the selected
area electron di!raction patterns.
� �
#anking all fundamental re#ections are observed at the incommensurate
q"(1/4!z)�221� positions. (Very weak re#ections, such as that indicated
by the black arrow, correspond to the domains of a di!erent type described
in Fig. 14.) (b) The �001�

�
zone axis pattern from the same area features

a commensurate doubling of periodicity along one of the cubic axis, that is,
a"4a

�
along that direction. Two crystallographic variants contribute to

the pattern.



FIG. 12. (a) Structural image of the single IC domain along the �110�
�
direction. The corresponding FFT transform (inset) features incommensurate

satellites at q"(1/4-z)�221�
�
positions. The average contrast in the unprocessed image matches a double-perovskite periodicity. (b) The same image as

shown in (a) but Fourier-"ltered using incommensurate satellites and four fundamental re#ections (weighted by a factor w"0.15). The contribution of the
modulation into the contrast is drastically enchanced in the "ltered image. The basic unit, which describes the correlations in the contrast, is outlined by
the parallelogram. Apparently, the incommensurate periodicity is caused by the faults in the stacking of these units which occur on the �221�

�
planes with

an average periodicity between 4d
���

and 5d
���

; the faults occur on both the (221)
�
and (221� )

�
planes. (c) Structural image of another domain in the same

grain which features similar satellites as observed in (a) but located at commensurate 1/4[221]*
�
positions. (d) The same image as shown in (c) but

Fourier-"ltered using both the superlattice and the fundamental (w"0.15) re#ections. The contrast can be described by a stacking of the same basic units

as identi"ed in (b), but without stacking faults. The resulting periodicity in the image is 8a
�
�2a

�
�2. This superlattice, denoted as T, apparently represents

a commensurate approximant of the IC structure.
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Phase contrast images of the IC and T phases (Figs. 12b
and 12d), Fourier "ltered using both incommensurate/
superlattice and fundamental (w"0.15) re#ections, indicated
that the incommensurate periodicity is caused by the stack-
ing-fault-like defects which occur on the �221�

�
planes with

the average periodicity between 4d
���

and 5d
���

. The (110)
�

projection of the displacement vector for these defects is
R"�221�

�
, which corresponds to a lattice vector �110�

�
.

Di!raction patterns from the IC/T domains in the �001�
orientation (Fig. 11b) exhibit 4a

�
�2a

�
periodicity; the re-
#ections with k#1O2n are extinct (Fig. 11b). Superlattice
re#ections in the orientation appear commensurate and
re#ect periodicity of the monoclinic basic unit outlined in
Fig. 12. The average phase contrast in the corresponding
structural images (Fig. 13a) "ts that of a simple perovskite;
the relative contribution of a superstructure to the images is
apparently very weak. In this image, the brightest spots
represent B-cation columns and the dark spots correspond
to the oxygen columns. The contribution of superstructure
was drastically enhanced by Fourier "ltering using both



FIG. 13. (a) Phase contrast image of a single IC domain in the �001�
�
orientation. The corresponding Fourier transform is shown as an inset. The

average contrast features 2a
�
�2a

�
periodicity. According to image simulations, the bright spots correspond to the cation columns. (b) The same image

Fourier-"ltered using superlattice and fundamental re#ections (w"0.2). The superlattice 4a
�
�2a

�
periodicity is evident and outlined by the rectangle. The

assumed correspondence between the contrast and the structural projection is indicated in the image. Note the di!erence in intensity of black spots
indicated by the arrows. We interpret these black spots as representing oxygen columns.

FIG. 14. Representative SAD di!raction pattern recorded from the
M phase in the 9003C-annealed Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
specimen. The fundamental

re#ections are indexed according to the Fm3� m structure with a+2a
�
.

Superlattice re#ections represent two crystallographic variants of the
M structure with the ordering vectors k

�
"1/6[111]*

�
and k

�
"1/6[111� ]*

�
,

respectively. Di!raction patterns of this phase were attributed to a mon-
oclinic structure with lattice parameters a"�6a

�
, b+�2a

�
, c+3�2a

�
and �+1253.
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superlattice and fundamental (w"0.15) re#ections
(Fig. 13b). The modulation of contrast intensity among the
bright spots is consistent with B-site ordering. However,
a clear asymmetry of intensity of dark spots (indicated by
arrows) is observed around the B sites (Fig. 13b). Similar
phase contrast modulation was previously reported by
Caldes et al. (18) for the Sr(Sr

���
Ta

���
)O

��	
compound, hav-

ing the same superstructure periodicity in the�001�
�
ori-

entation. The contrast has been attributed to the mixed
B1-site ordering coupled to the ordering of oxygen va-
cancies. This interpretation also provides a plausible ex-
planation for the contrast presently observed. Thus, the IC
and T phases were assumed to feature a combination of
B-cation and oxygen vacancy ordering, which are most
likely responsible for the incommensurate nature of the IC
structure. The presence of oxygen vacancies in these phases
is supported by the results of compositional analysis.
The M superstructure (Figs. 14 and 15) has an apparent

monoclinic symmetry with approximate lattice parameters
a+a

�
�6, b+a

�
�2, c+3a

�
�2 and �+1253. The unit cell

is metrically similar to that observed for the P2
�
/c Ca

(Ca
���

Nb
���

)O
�
polymorph (9, 10) with a combination of 2:1

B-cation ordering and a�b�b� octahedral tilting. However,
M di!ers from the Ca(Ca

���
Nb

���
)O

�
polymorph by the

presence of strong k"1/2[111]*
�
re#ections in the direction

parallel to the k"1/6[111]*
�
vector. The observed re#ec-

tion conditions indicate that the symmetry of M is P2
�
or

lower. Assuming Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
stoichiometry, the observed

electron di!raction patterns can be accounted for by a se-
quence �SrNb(Sr

��
/Nb

���
)Nb(Sr

���
/Nb

���
)Nb2� of �111�*

�
B-cation planes, where round brackets denote mixed Sr/Nb
layers. This sequence, produced by a partial ordering on the
random B sites of the 1:1 ordered structure, results in a
trigonal superlattice. The observed monoclinic unit cell can
be accounted for by the presence of octahedral tilting
(e.g., a�b�b�, similar to Ca

�
Nb

�
O

	
). The proposed k"

1/6[111]*
�

ordering provides a compromise between the
trend to complete segregation of Sr and Nb cations onto
di!erent �111�

�
planes, and increasing average distortion of

the B2"Nb environment associated with such cation re-
arrangements. In that sense, the M superstructure is similar
to the metastable Ca

�
Nb

�
O

	
polymorph with the



FIG. 15. (a) Structural image of the single M-phase domain in the �110� orientation. The corresponding FFT pattern is shown as an inset. (b) The
same image Fourier-"ltered using both superlattice and fundamental re#ections (w"0.2). The contrast modulation due to a superstructure is clearly
visible in the "ltered image.
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k"1/4[111]*
�
ordering of Ca and Nb on the B sites. For the

same stoichiometry, the ordering vector k"1/6[111]*
�
pro-

vides a smaller average distortion of the Nb environment
than the k"1/4[111]*

�
ordering, consistent with the larger

size di!erence of Sr and Nb.
The fourth superstructure, R, identi"ed in the same speci-

men, produced di!raction patterns (Fig. 16) and phase con-
trast (Fig. 17) strikingly similar to those observed for the
compound &&Ca

�
Nb

�
O

�
'' (25) (I. Levin, unpublished results).

Vanderah et al. reported this compound to occur at the
composition Ca

�����
Nb

����	
O

	
(26). The &&Ca

�
Nb

�
O

�
''

structure was initially described by the pseudocubic F-
centered unit cell with a"6a

�
. According to preliminary

results obtained by Grey et al. (26), this compound crystal-
lizes with a perovskite-like structure with an apparent R3
(or lower) symmetry and features a combination of ordered
Ca vacancies on the A sites, B-site ordering and octahedral
tilting. The B-site ordering in Ca

�
Nb

�
O

�
can be described

as a derivative of the 1:1 ordered structure with additional
ordering of Ca and Nb on the mixed B1 sites in the �111�
cation planes (26). The present observations suggest forma-
tion of a similar &&Sr

�
Nb

�
O

�
''-like structure which, reported-

ly (17), does not form as a stable compound. The similarity
to the &&Ca

�
Nb

�
O

�
'' compound, where some of the A sites

remain vacant, is consistent with the Sr de"ciency (com-
pared to Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
) of the R structure identi"ed by the

compositional analysis; nevertheless, the Sr/Nb ratio in the
R phase appears to be higher than that expected for
Sr

�
Nb

�
O

�
stoichiometry.

3.4. Relationship between the HT ~ and
9003C ~ Annealed Specimens

The relationship between the HT-Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
and the

9003C-annealed specimens is evident from Fig. 18, which
shows a �110�
�
electron di!raction pattern, recorded from

the area that contains both IC and M phases, and superim-
posed onto the �110�

�
pattern from the HT specimen.

Superlattice re#ections in the di!raction patterns of the
annealed specimen are coincident with the positions of
condensation of di!use intensity in the HT specimen. These
observations suggest that HT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
specimens already

contain a mixture of nanodomains representing di!erent
superstructures, which were further developed by 9003C
annealing. Because these superstructures exhibit slightly
di!erent Sr/Nb ratios, the HT specimens must also exhibit
compositional heterogeneity on the nanometer scale. Ob-
served superstructures have distinct symmetries, and are
likely to exhibit octahedral tilting of di!erent topologies.
Conceivably, averaging of both oxygen and A-cation dis-
placements over such nanodomains produced an apparent
positional disorder identi"ed by X-ray and neutron powder
di!raction for the oxygen and Sr (A-sites) ions.

The common features of various metastable phases
identi"ed in Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
specimens is strong k"1/2�111�*

�
re#ections along all four �111�

�
directions, which (in the

absence of octahedral tilting) indicate 1:1 ordering on the
B sites. Thus, the metastable superstructures are likely re-
lated to some additional ordering on the mixed B1 sites of
the 1:1 ordered array. Indeed, development of the meta-
stable phases proceeded by relatively slow kinetics, which is
consistent with B-site ordering. However, these metastable
phases have di!erent Sr/Nb ratios, and, therefore, a possibil-
ity of either A-site or oxygen vacancy ordering must also be
considered. In fact, ordering of A-site vacancies, coupled to
the B1-site ordering, has been proposed in the Ca

�
Nb

�
O

�
compound (26), which is believed to crystallize in a structure
similar to the R phase. Additionally, the present analysis of
IC/T structural images suggested a combination of B1-
cation ordering with oxygen vacancy ordering. B1-site



FIG. 16. SAD di!raction patterns in the [110] and [001] orientations
from the area containing both the IC structure, and some other phase. In
the [110] orientation, the extra re#ections of this phase, denoted as R,
produced a centered rectangular pattern outlined in the "gure. The super-
lattice re#ections of the R phase are identical to those observed for the
compound &&Ca

�
Nb

�
O

�
'' with pseudo-cubit F-centered unit cell and

a+6a
�
.

FIG. 17. Structural images and the corresponding FFT patterns of the
R phase and the compound &&Ca

�
Nb

�
O

�
''. A similarity in the phase con-

trast is observed, suggesting that both phases exhibit similar structures.
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ordering, which generates symmetrically non-equivalent
oxygen sites can promote ordering of oxygen vacancies, and
vice versa. In particular, oxygen vacancies are expected at
the oxygen sites participating in those B1}O}B2 links,
where the B1 sites are preferentially occupied by the Sr ions:
such ordering would reduce an abnormally large compres-
sive bond strain at the B1 sites. Oxygen vacancies could also
explain the displacements of Sr cations on B1 sites suggested
by the structural re"nements of the X-ray and neutron
powder di!raction data: displacements of Sr toward vacant
oxygen sites would further reduce an abnormally large BVS
for these cations.
The present results do not provide su$cient evidence to
ascertain whether the di!use scattering existed at
¹'12503C*being associated with a transition state*or,
developed on cooling. However, a condensation of di!use
intensity in the superlattice re#ections apparently occurred
on cooling, as inferred from the domain growth upon sub-
sequent annealing at 9003C. Conceivably, a number of
metastable structures, having similar formation energies,
exist at closely spaced Sr/Nb ratio values. Thus, small het-
erogeneties of the Sr/Nb ratio, at a nanometer scale, can
lock into a mixture of di!erent superstructures as the tem-
perature is reduced. The metastable phases transform to the
stable LT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
polymorph upon annealing in the

temperature range 1100}12003C, and the transformation is
irreversible.

3.5. Raman Spectra

Raman spectra recorded from the HT-Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
, LT-

Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
and the 9003C-annealed specimens with a mix-

ture of metastable phases (IC, T, M, R) are summarized in
Fig. 19. The Raman spectrum of HT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
is similar to

that presented by Choisnet et al. (27), and features four
distinct resonance peaks at 780, &580, &420 and
&320 cm�� (the last three peaks are broad and their loca-
tions can be determined only approximately). These four
peaks are consistent with the 1:1 ordered Fm3� m cubic
double-perovskite structure, where the strongest 780 cm��

peak is related to a &breathing'' mode of the [BO
�
] oc-



FIG. 18. (a) SAD di!raction pattern from the area containing both IC andMphases in the �110�
�
orientation; two variants of theM phase contribute

to the pattern. (b) The same di!raction pattern superimposed onto the pattern recorded from the HT specimen and containing di!use scattering.
Correspondence between the locations of superlattice re#ections and the di!use intensity maxima is evident.
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tahedra. The spectrum of HT-Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
also features

&&shoulders'' on both sides of the 780 cm�� peak. The shoul-
ders become more pronounced in the Raman spectrum of
the 9003C-annealed specimen, which suggests that they are
related to the metastable superstructures. Previously, devel-
opment of similar shoulders was observed to accompany
formation of the metastable Ca

�
Nb

�
O

	
polymorph with

k"1/4[111]*
�
ordering on the mixed B1 sites of the 1:1

ordered B-cation array (9). This correlation is consistent
with an additional ordering on the B1 sites proposed by
FIG. 19. Raman spectra recorded from the HT-Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
, 9003C

(400 h)-annealed and LT-Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
specimens. Peaks indicated by asterisk

are related to lumenescence.
the structural analyses of the metastable phases in the
9003C-annealed Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
. Developed of these metastable

phases is also manifested in the appearance of multiple
sharp features within the broad &580, &420 and
&320 cm�� bands. Otherwise, the spectra of both the HT
and 9003C-annealed specimens are similar to each other,
and dissimilar from the spectrum of the LT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
phase. The di!erence is consistent with a distinct arrange-
ment of the B cations (superimposed onto octahedral tilting)
in the LT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
phase, as compared to the common 1:1

B-cation arrangement in both the LT-Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
and the

metastable structures.

3.6. Dielectric Properties

Temperature dependencies of the dielectric constant for
both the HT- and LT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
specimens measured at

1 MHz are presented in Fig. 20. The HT specimen exhibits
non-monotonic � (¹) dependence with a maximum �"40.3
observed near ¹"03C. In contrast, the LT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
specimen exhibits nearly linear temperature response with
�(at 253C)"30.7 and ��"#113 ppm/3C. The dielectric
constant of the HT specimen is about 30% higher than that
of LT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
. The HT specimen exhibited dielectric

losses of about 2�10�� (at 1 MHz), while those in LT-
Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
were at least an order of magnitude lower. Polar-

ization measurements on both specimens did not reveal
ferroelectric behavior.
Non-monotonic temperature dependence of permittivity

in the HT specimen can be attributed to competitive



FIG. 20. Temperature dependence of relative permittivity for (a) HT-
Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
and (b) LT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
.
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dielectric responses from the nano-sized regions with
di!erent structures and slightly di!erent Sr/Nb ratios. The
relatively high permittivity of this specimen is consistent
with the less distorted cation environments typically asso-
ciated with the 1:1 partially ordered B-cation arrays as
compared to the completely ordered structures with
A(B�

���
B�
���

)O
�
stoichiometry (10, 28). An order of magni-

tude decrease in dielectric loss on going from HT- to LT-
Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
specimens correlates with a large decrease in

permittivity.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Two thermodynamically stable polymorphs of Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
were con"rmed to occur above and below 12503C. The
high-temperature polymorph, HT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
, exhibits an

average cryolite-like structure (Fm3� m, a"2a
�
) with NaCl-

like (1:1) ordering of Sr and Nb on the B sites. The low-
temperature polymorph has apparent P2

�
/n monoclinic

symmetry (a+6a
�
�3, b+2a

�
�2, c+a

�
�6, �+903C),
and features a di!erent but undetermined type of B-site
ordering. Electron di!raction studies of HT specimens re-
vealed di!use intensity contours which were consistent with
local ordering on the mixed Sr/Nb sites of the 1:1 ordered
B-cation array. Concentration of intensity at certain points
within the di!use intensity contours was observed and at-
tributed to the presence of superstructure nanodomains.
Structural re"nements using neutron powder di!raction
data indicate that the HT specimens also exhibit local
displacements of oxygen atoms which resemble octahedral
tilting. The di!use scattering developed into arrays of sharp
superlattice re#ections after annealing the HT specimen at
9003C. The re#ections correspond to four distinct meta-
stable superstructures derived from the 1:1 ordered B-cation
array. These phases exhibit di!erent Sr/Nb ratios and,
therefore, are not true polymorphs of Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
. Their

structures were attributed to additional ordering of Sr and
Nb on the random B�"(Sr

���
Nb

���
) sites, combined with

ordering of either A-site or oxygen vacancies (depending on
the Sr/Nb ratio in a particular phase). The metastable struc-
tures undergo irreversible transformation to the stable LT-
Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
polymorph upon annealing at 1100}12003C.

Comparison of di!raction patterns from the HT and 9003C-
annealed specimens indicated that nanodomains of at least
two of the four metastable phases were present in the HT
specimen. The high-temperature phase exhibits a relative
permittivity of 40 with a non-linear temperature dependence
that was attributed to the competitive dielectric responses of
nanodomains representing di!erent superstructures with
distinct Sr/Nb ratios. The LT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
polymorph has

a relative permittivity of 30 with near-linear temperature
dependence. The di!erence in permittivities of the two poly-
morphs was ascribed to a larger distortion of the B-cation
environments in the completely ordered LT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
structure. The structural behavior of Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
di!ers re-

markably from that of the Ca
�
Nb

�
O

	
: none of the low-

temperature superstructures of Sr
�
Nb

�
O

	
were observed in

Ca
�
Nb

�
O

	
, and vice versa. The high-temperature poly-

morphs of the two compounds feature similar 1:1 ordered
B-cation arrangements, but di!er by the absence of octahed-
ral tilting in HT-Sr

�
Nb

�
O

	
, as opposed to the strong

a�b�b� octahedral tilting in HT-Ca
�
Nb

�
O

	
.
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